Secure your site investment with AC500 V3 for a more productive and sustainable future.

This is a cost efficient and smart solution that will take your site into the future for many years, safely and gently progress the upgrade without stress.
Secure your site investment with AC500 V3
No matter whether you are managing one small machine or a large site, obtaining clear information is equally important.

No matter whether there are a few signals or 1000 signals, the AC500 can be adapted easily to exact requirements with secure cloud protocols already from basic PLCs or HMIs.

AC500 V3 the perfect data collector
AC500 V3 can easily connect with many different control systems on site.

Since AC500 is not restricted to particular protocols it is easy to find the right protocol or I/O module to receive or send data.

The huge computing capacity of the CPUs allows connection to several hundred systems and sending and/or receiving data via secure protocols such as OPC UA, MQTT to/from any open cloud application.

Digital expertise
ABB Ability™ brings together all of ABB’s digital expertise to create real business value for customers.

Scalable digital solutions
From easy connectivity to integrated and optimized services and expertise all the way through to customer support, system analysis, automation and optimization.

Turning data into insights
Make raw data available for evaluation, present findings in a strategic way and take actions.

Creating digital value
Collect information, make decisions and set priorities on the basis of these findings.

Connection to Industrial IoT
Connectivity and software innovation enable real-time, data-driven decisions for safer, smarter and more sustainable industrial operations.

Creating security and sustainability
Certified for “Secure product development lifecycle requirement” as well as secure connections to encrypt data from being exposed.